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Overview

● Introduction to health prediction algorithm

● Racial bias and its source

● An experiment: choice of label
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An algorithm for patients’ needs…

“We found that effective programs customize their approach to their local contexts and caseloads; 
use a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to identify patients.”

——C. S. Hong, A. L. Siegel, T. G. Ferris, 2014
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An algorithm for patients’ needs…

● Based on past data, algorithm predicts the “risk score” 

R for each patient:

How urgent / serious the need of treatment is

● Two thresholds for risk score percentile

○ Auto-identification threshold (over 97th percentile)

○ Screening threshold (over 55th percentile)
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An algorithm for patients’ needs…

● How is this risk-score prediction used? Thoughts? 
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An algorithm for patients’ needs…

● How is this risk-score prediction used?

○ Risk-Prediction algorithm for application of high-risk care management program

○ Aims to satisfy the patients needs & reduce cost

○ Patients with largest health need benefits most from the program

○ Used by nationwide large health system, Influencing over 200 million people in 

U.S. each year
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Recall: Issues of algorithmic bias

Searching with black names are more likely to 
return arrest record ads

Image searches for professions such as CEO 
produce fewer images of women 
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Issues of algorithmic bias
could be hard to investigate…

● Such algorithms are usually proprietary

● Researches could estimate bias from outside

● Getting insight is hard, as the lack of knowledge of algorithm
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Dataset

● A rich dataset produced by academic hospital
○ Includes data for all primary care patients with insurance from 2013 to 2015
○ Focus on disparity between white and black patients
○ Categorize race by patient self-identification

● Dataset also include algorithmic knowledge
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Metrics: Calibration Bias

● The metric of algorithmic bias for real world use of the algorithm

● Conditioned on risk score, check whether realized value of variable match

● Formally, for some variable of interest Y, at a certain level of risk score R, 
compare for black B and white W,

E[Y|R,W] and E[Y|R,B]
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Notations of algorithm
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Result: Health Disparities between Race

● Significantly more serious illness for black 
patients

● Focus on high-risk patients

● 26%  more chronic conditions for black 
patients at auto-identification threshold
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More Details on Health Disparities
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More Details on Health Disparities
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Where could such algorithmic bias come from?
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Insights to the Algorithm

With the dataset, we were able to observe the algorithm’s inputs, outputs and objective 
function.

As a predictive algorithm, it used patient’s previous year’s insurance claim data Xi,(t-1) to 
predict the label Yi,t.

Xi,(t-1)  ——————> Yi,t

Insurance claim data Label
(what is it?)
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The Algorithm’s Label

The algorithm used total health cost(medical expenditure) for year t as the 
training label
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The Algorithm’s Label: How is the calibration?

E[C|R,W] and E[C|R,B]

(almost) matches for every level of R

The algorithm is well calibrated across 

race for medical expenditure (unbiased).
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What produces the bias?

Disparity on Health Condition                         vs                       No Disparity on Health Cost
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Health Condition vs Health Cost
At the same level of health condition(number of chronic conditions), black patients have much lower 
health cost than white patients.

   Unbiased prediction on health cost                                                                    Bias for health condition
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What could be the cause of difference in cost?
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Race and Health Cost

Race Health  Cost

Socioeconomic Status

Direct Discrimination

Doctor-Patient Relationship

Geography and Transportation Medical Knowledge
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Importance of Label

● Health is a complex issue that’s hard to measure

● Seemingly reasonable proxies may lead to bias

● Other possible labels?
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Importance of Label

● Health is a complex issue that’s hard to measure

● Seemingly reasonable proxies may lead to bias

● Other possible labels by this paper
○ Avoidable Cost (Emergency Visits etc.)

○ Health Condition (Number of Chronic Conditions)
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Importance of Label: An Experiment

Train three predictive algorithms in same way, using different labels:
● Total Health Cost
● Avoidable Health Cost
● Health Condition

Train with random 2/3 training set, show result from 1/3 holdout set.
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Importance of Label: An Experiment
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Conclusion

● The algorithm predicts on health cost, which by itself is a racially biased label

● Be careful with label choice —— Could lead to very diverse/biased predictions

● By creating combined index variable as label, bias could be reduced by 84%

● Limitations
○ Did not count for other races/intersectional races
○ Algorithmic knowledge is usually unavailable
○ This algorithm is industry leading, yet not unique
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Counterfactual Fairness
Matt J. Kusner, Joshua R. Loftus, Chris Russell, Ricardo Silva
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Background

AI can be racist!
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Background

AI can be sexist!
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Background

It is crucial to ask if the predictions of a model are fair！

Q: What is a fair classifier? 
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Background

It is crucial to ask if the predictions of a model are fair！

Q: What is a fair classifier? 

- A fair classifier gives the same prediction had the person had a different 
race/sex.
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Example: Law School Success

Given their entrance exam scores (LSAT), their grade-point average (GPA) collected prior to 
law school:

- A school wish to predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade 
(FYA). 

- Predictions are not biased by an individual’s race and sex. 
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Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1

female black 1 1
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Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1 1

female black 1 1 0
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Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1 1

female black 1 1 0

Protected sensitive attributes A Observable variables X Prediction Y
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Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1 1

female black 1 1 0

Protected sensitive attributes A Observable variables X Prediction Y
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  What methods can we use here to make a fair prediction? /

  How can we define fairness?



Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1 1

female black 1 1 0

Protected sensitive attributes A Observable variables X Prediction Y
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(Feature Bias)



Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1 1

female black 1 1 0

Protected sensitive attributes A Observable variables X Prediction Y
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may feel teacher 
unsupportive



Example: Law School Success

Predict if an applicant will have a high first year average grade (FYA). 

Sex Race GPA LSAT FYA

male white 0 1 1

female black 1 1 0

Protected sensitive attributes A Observable variables X Prediction Y
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Fairness Through Unawareness
(Feature Bias)

Minority student 
may feel teacher 
unsupportive

Limited access to 
academic institutions 
due to economic history



Example: Law School Success

white black
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Example: Law School Success

Purely for the people who are successful,
But race also unfairly influences the outcome. 
(Label Bias)

white black

35% of black students 50% of white students 
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Example: Law School Success

Claim: Any fairness notion based on observation alone will have similar problems

Reason: They cannot model how discrimination happens. 

(Label Bias)white black
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Overview

In this paper:

- Introduce the first explicitly causal approach to address fairness
- Provide the formal definition of fairness 
- Provide an algorithm to learn fair classifiers
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Causal models 
Propose to model the discriminatory influence explicitly before constructing a classifier. 

- Model the discriminatory effect as a causal effect.
- Allow us to model how unfairness occurs. 
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Causal models 
Propose to model the discriminatory influence explicitly before constructing a classifier. 

- Model the discriminatory effect as a causal effect.
- Allow us to model how unfairness occurs. 

Unobserved latent 
law knowledge U

Y U 

Observable variables X

Protected attributes A

Structural Causal Model

Prediction Y
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         How can we enforce fairness by using causal models?
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Counterfactual fairness

What will the prediction be had the person had a different race/sex?

Fair : the model gives the same prediction on the original data as it does on a counterfactual 
data. 
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Counterfactual fairness

Protected attributes A should not be a cause of Prediction Y in any individual instance. 
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Implication 

Lemma 1. Predictions using non-descendants of A are counterfactually fair 

Unobserved latent 
law knowledge U

Observable variables X

Protected attributes A

Prediction Y
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A Fair Algorithm 

Given

1. Fit Causal Model 

2. For each data point              , compute

3.

4. Return Features that are 
non-descendants of A 
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Counterfactually Fair Causal Model
Level 1: uses any features which are not descendants of A.

Level 2: models latent ‘fair’ variables which are parents of observed variables. These variables are 
independent of A.

Level 3: models the data using an additive error model, and uses the independent error terms to make 
predictions
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Level 2 Causal Model
Level 2: models latent ‘fair’ variables which are parents of observed variables.

These variables are independent of A.
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Level 2 Causal Model
Level 2: models latent ‘fair’ variables which are parents of observed variables.

These variables are independent of A.

Perform inference on this model using an observed training set to 
estimate the posterior distribution of K.
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Level 3 Causal Model
Level 3: models the data using an additive error model, and uses the independent error 
terms to make predictions

Estimate the error terms             by first fitting models that 
each use race /sex to individually predict GPA / LSAT and 
then compute the residuals of each model.

Use these residual estimates of             to predict FYA
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Results
Compare the Root mean square error (RMSE) achieved by logistic regression for each of the 
models

Full: the standard technique of using all features, including sensitive features such as race 
and sex to make predictions. 

Unaware: fairness through unawareness, where we do not use race and sex as features.

Level 2 model Level 3 model
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Results
Empirically test whether the baseline methods are counterfactually fair.
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Takeaways 

- Race/Gender/Sexual Orientation could cause model decisions to change unfairly. 
- Model how these attributes cause unfair decisions vis causal models. 
- Counterfactual Fairness.
- Given a model, faire predictors can be derived. 
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Limitations

- Counterfactual Fairness only works on “individual” level. 
- Not for “group” or “subgroup” fairness

- This definition considers the entire effect of the sensitive attribute on the decision as 
problematic, and not “how” it affects the decision

- For example, in the Berkeley alleged sex bias case, female applicants were rejected more 
often than male applicants as they were more often applying to departments with lower 
admission rates. Such an effect of gender through department choice is not unfair.
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